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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

In September 2005, we started the process of preparing our parishes plan by 
distributing questionnaires to every household, in the parishes of Church Lawford 
and King’s Newnham.   The questionnaire enquired about what was important to the 
members of each household as individuals and as families. It asked you to identify 
what affects your daily lives positively and what could be improved. 
 
We distributed 140 questionnaires and 100 were returned (71%).   The results of the 
questionnaire can be found at appendix B 
    
The questionnaire gives a view of what life is like in the parishes.  It focuses on 
issues such as: 
 

• what you do and do not like about it; 

• changes you would like to see; 

• what you think about the services you receive, (or lack of them); 

• traffic and transport; 

• the environment; 

• household needs; 

• health issues; and 

• crime 
 
The Parish Council, working in partnership with local people, is committed to drive 
forward the most important developments.  Clearly, with so much to do, we have to 
understand that not everybody’s wishes can be achieved, and therefore it is 
important to prioritise our actions.    
 
Our thanks go to all those who distributed and collected the questionnaires and to 
Wolston Steering Committee especially Tim Harvey Smith and Wendy Gunther and 
the Publishers for all their help.   Thanks also to those who completed the 
questionnaire, Richard Freeman for all his computer work, also to the team 
Elizabeth, Jenny and Derek who prepared the questionnaire and drafted the report 
and Sylvia who edited this document. 
 
The action plan at the end of this document sets out the steps we will take so as to 
improve further the village life in our lovely parishes. 
 
This Parish Plan has been supported by Defra funding. 
 
 
Church Lawford Parish Council 
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Explanation of a Parish Plan 
 

 
What is a Parish Plan? 

This plan describes the parishes as it is today, and highlights its character and 
distinctiveness that people who live here value. the plan has been prepared in consultation 
with villagers.  The aim of the plan is to design services and other developments around 
what you tell us you value now, and what you are likely to need in the future.  The wealth of 
knowledge local people hold about the parishes in the past helps us to set future 
developments into a historical context, so that we preserve those aspects that we agree we 
want to retain.   

Who is the parish plan for? 

Change is brought about, not only by large-scale development but also by the smaller day-
to-day adjustments to homes and gardens, open spaces, paths and hedgerows which alter 
the look and feel of the whole village.  Therefore this plan is aimed at: 

• statutory bodies and public authorities; 

• planners, developers, builders, architects and designers; 

• local community groups; and 

• householders. 

How does the Parish Plan work? 

Once the Parish Plan is approved and adopted by Rugby Borough Council and 
Warwickshire Rural Community Council, it will be used as material planning consideration in 
all proposals.  In this way it will support the Local Plan and assist the work of the Parish 
Council.  Additionally, it sets out an Action Plan in Appendix B which attempts to prioritise a 
programme of works identified from the responses in the questionnaire. 
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Overview of responses 
 

SECTION 1: 
Your Household  

 

 
 

A total of 100 households responded to the questionnaire.  This represents 71% of 
households in the parishes.  Over half the householders have been resident in the 
parishes for 20 years or more, with a quarter being resident here for over 40 years.   
 
People enjoy living in the parishes most because they like the peaceful rural 
environment, the sense of community spirit.  They particularly like the small 
community of the villages.  The location of the villages near to urban centres and 
with good motorway. 
 
Like many other small villages, the loss of local shops and the village school are of 
concern to residents.  Many people are concerned about the failure to control 
building development, increased traffic through the villages and changes in the 
village pub.  There are also a few concerns about anti-social behaviour, noise and fly 
tipping.   
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SECTION 2 
 VILLAGE FACILITIES. 

 
 

The villages have a number of 
facilities which people regard 
as important.  Amongst those 
facilities rated most highly are 
St. Peter’s C of E church and 
the Reading Room.  The 
walks around the villages, the 
village pub and the recreation 
ground are also rated highly.   
 
There are facilities which need 
improving.  The ones seen as 
being in most need of 
improvement are the Reading 
Room, including the doctor’s 
surgery and the recreation 

ground.  A children’s play area/ general stores/ little corner shop/ post office are all 
considered important but not available.  The post box and public telephone get 
special mention as being good and important. 
 
Facilities people would like, but which are not available include the following:  
 

• Broadband has yet to be fully installed in the village.  Broadband could help to 
bring small businesses to the village or help people work from home.  

• Many residents are against more housing.   To foster the community, further 
affordable starter homes are needed to encourage sons and daughters to marry 
and settle in the village. 

• Sheltered seating on the village green should be considered  

• When the village finally gets the 1 acre to be made into a “quiet park” perhaps it 
could be a wild meadow park  

• A small camping and caravan site could be developed to generate an income for 
the running costs of the village hall. 

• 19 replies said that if an allotment was available for renting they would be 
interested in one. 

• A sample of the comments made regarding the Village Hall: 
� Our Reading Room now falls well short of current public building standards 

and strains to hold the more popular events. 
� The village needs a focal point around which to hold and host a broader range 

of community events.   Our current Reading Room has served us well, but is 
now too small and lacks suitable facilities to support a range of activities 
relevant to today’s community. 

� The village hall is an eyesore and needs urgent attention. 
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SECTION 3 
THE ENVIRONMENT 

 
Villages like Church 
Lawford and King’s 
Newnham have 
particular features, 
many of which have 
been there for a very 
long time.  People 
rated conservation of 
mature trees and 
hedges, the open 
countryside, quiet 
lanes, green verges 
and the village green 
as being amongst the 
most important 
features to preserve.  
Other features which 
were rated highly 

included the churchyard, the war memorial, designated footpaths and the recreation 
ground.  However, people acknowledge that the recreation ground, our green verges 
and the river Avon are in need of improvement.   
 
In the other suggestions, respondents feel that the Bakehouse in Church Road 
should be preserved.  People miss the lay-by in School Street, and feel that there 
should be a 20 mph speed limit throughout the villages.  The village roads should not 
be used as short cuts.  Lady Island and mill site on the River should be restored. 
 
Improvements needed 
The most important areas for improvement include increased care of open spaces 
and verges, an increase in wildlife habitats and more flowers round the villages.  
People would also welcome improved access to footpaths, with better signs, guided 
walks and maps available.   
 
Improving access 
People think that the most important improvement would be to increase the amount 
of seating available around the villages.  They also think that dropped kerbs and 
providing additional ramps would help access.  There are places where there are no 
pavements, particularly to the Garden Centre, to the Church, along the A428 from 
Church Lawford to Long Lawford and to Limestone Hall Lane.  The addition of a 
pedestrian crossing on the main road is also considered something that would help 
to improve access.  The Reading Room proves difficult for people with mobility 
problems to access. 
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Environmental issues 
 
The environmental issues about which people feel most strongly are fly tipping, 
especially in the lanes around the parishes, litter, graffiti, vandalism and dog fouling.  
Noise, especially during the night is regarded as an issue.  Litter from the local land 
fill site is considered an environmental issue  
 
People made suggestions about how the environmental issues could be tackled.  
Responses included: 
 

• site of the village hall needs redeveloping and improving to discourage 
vandalism; 

• block off the lay-by on A428 or tarmac it, signpost it and provide for litter disposal 
or encourage action by Rugby Borough Council; 

• remove the mast on Coronation Road; 

• reduce litter by: 
� providing more litter bins and signs; 
� the council doing a regular litter pick on A428; 
� getting Railtrack to stop dropping litter;  
� enforcing litter laws. 

• put overhead wires underground 

• gas Station on A428 – install roadside gates 

• reduce fly tipping by taking vehicle numbers of fly tippers/ police should take 
more interest in catching fly tippers.  There should be big fines for fly tippers; 

• advertise council willingness to pick up unwanted furniture; 

• provide a free skip in village every few months; 

• young people should have an appropriate bench instead of gathering at the one 
on the green; 

• residents who leave wheelie bins outside for long periods after collection should 
be asked to remove them ; 

• should be free disposal of household goods at Hunter’s Lane;  

• should be better control of smell, noise and litter from Landfill sites; 

• lorries & building materials should not be permanently outside houses –should be 
hidden; 

• Coronation Road car park should be put back to what it was; and 

• King’s Newnham residents would like doorstep recycling boxes, if not there 
should be local bins as there used to be at the pub. 

 
Most people feel that a way to improve the general appearance of the villages would 
be for businesses and householders to take responsibility for their premises and 
immediate area and to keep it clean and tidy.  Fewer people see it as being the 
responsibility of the Parish/Borough Council, although one respondent feels that both 
these organisations only take responsibility when it suits them.   
 
No one thinks it is a good idea to appoint a volunteer litter warden but one person 
suggested that the parishes could pay a village handyman.    
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SECTION 4 
 VILLAGE SERVICES 

 

 
 

Satisfaction rates for village services. 
 
There are high levels of satisfaction with refuse collection, maintenance of the 
telephone box and provision and emptying of litter bins.   
 
By far the greatest worry is the policing issue or lack of it.  Other areas in need of 
improvement are maintenance of roads, street cleaning, litter picking, street lighting 
and gully cleaning  
 
Recycling 
Most people said that the thing they re-cycle most often is paper, then garden 
compost, glass, cans and clothes.  Plastics are lower on people’s recycling lists 
because collection facilities are not available and there is nowhere convenient to 
recycle plastics. 
 
People suggested that a central recycling facility in the village would encourage 
people to recycle more. 
 
The location of a central recycling facility would prove difficult and there are potential 
problems with litter, particularly when the recycling bins are full.  If the promises of 
the Rugby Borough Council to add more recyclable materials to doorstep collection 
then a village centre facility would not necessarily be needed.  This pre-supposes 
that King’s Newnham is able to get the same collection facility. 
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SECTION 5: 
 PUBLIC TRANSPORT 

 

 
 

Fewer than half the people who responded to the questionnaire use public transport 
from Church Lawford, but more people use the bus to travel to Rugby than to 
Coventry.  Only 11 people said that they use the bus most days.  Two of the main 
reasons people gave for not using the buses is the lack of reliability and the 
infrequency of the service, during the day and in the evenings and at weekends.  
There are also issues about the lack of information about bus times etc.  However, 
many people said that they would not use buses from the village anyway.  .   
 
There was a lack of demand overall for increased bus services or for new routes. 
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SECTION 6 
TRAFFIC 

 

 
 

Major concerns 
Traffic problems are a major headache in Church Lawford, caused particularly by 
vehicles parking along School Street and King’s Newnham Road.  Parking on the 
road creates safety risks for pedestrians and for other road users alike. There are 
more vehicles parked on the road/pavement/verge than are parked in garages or off 
the road. 
 
Ninety four households completed the traffic section of the questionnaire. Overall, 
there were more people not concerned about traffic issues than those who were.  
Speed through the villages was shown to be the greatest problem, with most people 
suggesting lowering the speed limit plus better enforcement of existing speed limits 
and parking restrictions.  
 
Although it is illegal to park on pavements, most people were not concerned about 
this. On the other hand, anyone with a pushchair, a wheelchair or someone who is 
visually impaired must find it very difficult to walk along pavements in the village, as 
many cars are parked so far on to the pavement that pedestrians are forced to walk 
on the road. 
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Traffic control measures 
Speed through the villages causes the greatest concern, particularly at times of the 
day when the road is used as a rat-run to avoid the traffic lights at Bretford.  Cars 
parked at the roadside have the same effect as chicanes in that they slow traffic 
down.  This is probably as effective a measure as road humps or rumble strips.  A 
clear route through the villages needs to be maintained at all times for emergency 
services to have access. 
 
The garden centre and the pub create large volumes of traffic coming into the village.  
Both the pub and the garden centre have safety issues regarding vehicle access 
because there is only a limited view of the road when vehicles are exiting these 
premises.  Many people regard these areas, plus the crossroads with the A428 as 
being dangerous.   
Suggestions for improvement 
It was suggested that the pavement along King’s Newnham Road should be 
extended as far as the garden centre to avoid walking on the road. 
 
Most people thought that the best way to improve traffic safety would be to enforce 
the existing speed limits and parking restrictions and to lower the speed limits. 
 
The car park at the rear of the village hall should prevent School Street being 
clogged up with vehicles whenever there is an event on.  There is also car parking 
space just off Coronation Road, useful for anyone wishing to go for a walk in the 
area. 
 
There has been an improvement in traffic speed on the A428 with the introduction of 
a 40mph limit.  The low railway bridge continues to cause problems. The introduction 
of satellite navigation equipment, plus the ever increasing number of lorries appears 
to have exacerbated the problem.  There are enough road signs well in advance 
warning of the low bridge, but no one can force drivers to take notice of them. 
 
Overall, there are no easy solutions that would be acceptable to most respondents.  
Everyone wants the convenience of their own transport and that brings its own 
problems. 
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SECTION 7   
HOUSING NEEDS 

 

 
 

Households had the opportunity to highlight what they thought their future housing 
needs might be. 
 
Of the 87 households who answered this question, 25 indicated that they, or 
somebody living with them would be likely to move to another home, and nineteen of 
these said they would like to stay in Church Lawford/King’s Newnham. Thirteen 
respondents indicated that they anticipate being forced to leave the villages because 
of a lack of affordable housing.  A further eleven respondents indicated that relatives 
would need to move to the parishes either to care for, or to be cared for, by existing 
relatives. 
 
From the Parish Plan questionnaire the following additional houses were identified 
as being required: 
 
Type of property To Buy Shared 

Ownership 
To Rent 

1 or 2 bedroom house or flat 10 9 6 
3 bedroom house 9 3 3 
4 bedroom house 3   
Bungalow 6 1 1 

Sheltered accommodation 1  1 
Adapted for disabled person 2  2 
Self Build 3  1 
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What is unclear is whether or not these needs can already be met in the villages, 
since the questionnaire did not ask about the accommodation that the respondents 
would be leaving. 
 
A separate survey of housing needs was issued to every household, with an 
envelope to return it to the Warwickshire Rural Housing Association.  Twenty five 
percent of households completed the housing needs survey.  Only four respondents 
expressed an immediate need for alternative housing: 
 
Type of property To Buy Shared Ownership To Rent 

2 bedroom house  2 1 

Adapted for disabled person 1   

  
The feedback from the survey, which was analysed by the Rural Housing Enabler for 
Warwickshire, is available to be seen at the home of the Parish Plan coordinator, 
Derek Holland, St. Peter’s Cottage, Church Lawford. 
 
(This survey has been submitted to Rugby Borough Council for adoption as material 
planning considerations in the determination of all proposals.  The information in it is 
already influencing applications for new development within the villages and is being 
used when any planning applications for additional housing are submitted to the 
Borough Council). 
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SECTION 8 
HEALTH ISSUES 

 
This section of the 
questionnaire asked 
whether there were 
difficulties 
accessing medical 
services and aimed 
to find out why.  
Only a small 
minority of 
respondents 
indicated difficulties, 
mostly to do with 
lack of transport.  
There are so few 
health facilities in 
the parishes that 
respondents’ 
expectations are 
low.  This would 

account for an over 90% response as ‘not answered/not applicable’ to the question 
about difficulty in getting to a range of medical services. 
 
There was an overwhelming response to the question on whether or not to retain the 
doctor’s surgery in the village hall.  76 out of 99 of the respondents wanted this 
service kept.  It should be borne in mind that unless major improvements are made 
to the village hall this service could be withdrawn. 
 
People were asked to indicate what help they need associated with age, disability or 
caring responsibilities.   
  
A small minority of respondents wanted help with daily activities, including:  

• odd-jobs and maintenance; 

• respite care; and  

• gardening. 
 
We may be able to fulfil these needs by seeking volunteers within the communities, 
although there may be insurance implications.  
 
The conclusions to draw from the results of this section are that either there are very 
few people experiencing difficulties in accessing medical services, or expectations of 
improvements are so low that respondents don’t consider it worthwhile mentioning. 
Hopefully, it does show that any individual who does find it difficult to access medical 
services on their own receives help from relatives, friends or neighbours. 
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SECTION 9  
CREATING EMPLOYMENT 

 
There were 85 
responses to Section 9.  
Of the 26 respondents 
who are currently self 
employed, 21 already 
run their business in the 
parishes.  10 were 
thinking of becoming 
self-employed, or 
running a business in 
the next 5 years.  It is 
not clear if these people 
would wish to run their 
businesses within the 
parishes.  A few 
respondents consider it 
important to increase 
light industry and office 

space in the villages and even fewer want a hotel/restaurant. 
 
Many people wish for the return of a village shop and post office.  It was suggested 
these could be attached to existing businesses like the garden centre or The Old 
Smithy.  To make any of these ideas a viable business concern would mean a large 
input of volunteer labour.  Only 3 households showed any interest in helping set up 
and run a community business.  Another idea is to have a community shop set up in 
the village hall.  This could be a consideration when the village hall is refurbished.  
13 households would like to see a taxi service run from the villages. 
 
The garden centre and The Old Smithy came in for equal amounts of criticism and of 
praise.  The amount of traffic through the villages created by these businesses was 
condemned.  There were several comments regarding the fact that The Old Smithy 
is no longer a ‘village pub’, i.e. there is no longer a public bar, no games room, no 
darts or skittles teams etc.  On the plus side, many households consider these 
businesses to be assets to the community, providing employment, good services and 
supporting local fund raising activities. 
 
There was a clear message that future business development in the parishes should 
not spill into the surrounding greenbelt, and that there should be no major expansion 
to the current size of the villages. 
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SECTION 10 
CRIME 

 
This section is specifically aimed at 
the subject of crime - perception of 
crime, experience of crime as a 
victim, and what could be done to 
improve safety. 96 households 
answered the questions on crime. 
 
People were asked what particular 
crime most concerns them and 
members of their household, and 
they were asked to indicate the level 
of their concern.  They were also 
asked whether someone within their 
household had experienced being 

the victim of the following crimes in the parishes during the last 12 months. 
 
The figures show that the perception and fear of crime far exceeds the incidence of 
crime itself.  Sometimes this fear of crime can be as damaging as actual crimes, in 
that it can adversely affect the quality of people’s lives. 
 

Experience and fear of crime
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Respondents were most concerned about domestic burglary (83), but only two 
households reported they had been victims in the past year.  There has been an 
increase in burglaries from business premises.  
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Theft of a vehicle, theft from a vehicle, trespass, vandalism and damage to property 
is the next largest concern for seventy six households.  In the past year 4 
respondents reported theft of a vehicle/theft from a vehicle and twenty three suffered 
trespass, vandalism or damage to property. Vandalism is an ongoing problem with 
damage to the new bus shelter, windows being broken in the church, the village hall 
and the telephone kiosk.  Drug abuse came next with sixty eight households 
concerned, but only four incidents occurred.  Nuisance, drunkenness or anti-social 
behaviour worried sixty three respondents with seventeen incidents during the year.  
Nuisance is mostly caused by the younger members of our community either kicking 
balls where they shouldn’t, or by disturbing the peace with loud music or riding noisy 
mopeds.  Robbery/mugging and theft by bogus officials have not occurred in the 
year, but 55 and 53 households respectively are concerned about these crimes.  
Intimidation, violence or personal attack also worried nearly half, (47) the 
households, but there were five cases of intimidation and one of violence or personal 
attack in the past year.  Arson is of great concern to some respondents.  Farms are 
very vulnerable to this crime.   

Households may have given their responses to how they feel about crime in general 
as opposed to crime within Church Lawford and King’s Newnham. 

Respondents were asked if there were any areas of the village where they didn’t feel 
safe, and if so why.  14 households answered this question.  Most cited the centre of 
the village as the place where they feel most vulnerable.  It is reassuring to find that 
the majority of households feel that they are safe within the parishes. 

More visible policing is considered to be the best deterrent for crime.  This is the 
view of 86 out of 96 households. Although we hear that rural areas will get an 
increased police presence not a great deal seems to happen.  The introduction of 
Police Community Support Officers is a step forward, but we need to see them in the 
parishes on a regular basis.  An effective neighbourhood watch scheme and more 
activities for young people came next with 75 households considering these to be 
important.   

There is already a good neighbourhood watch scheme and also a farm watch 
scheme for outlying farms. All residents need to be alert and to report anything 
suspicious to their local co-ordinator.  The provision of the recreation ground is a 
good resource for young people in the villages.  The shelter has been provided for 
them.  The formation of Church Lawford Football Team has been a great 
development.  More can be provided with the resources and help from the local 
communities.  Improvements would require big improvements to be made to the 
village hall.  Activities for young people in the villages are considered in other 
sections of this report. 

52 households suggested improved street lighting and another 31 considered that 
the use of CCTV in the villages would be an improvement.  Looking at the actual 
rates of crime within the parishes CCTV would be a very expensive option. The 
Parish Council, as part of the Action Plan, could review street lighting in Church 
Lawford.  King’s Newnham residents made it clear they do not want any street 
lighting in their parish. 
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SECTION 11 
ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES 

 
 
 

This section was included to try to find out how well the local elected representatives 
communicate the decisions they take on matters that affect the community, and how 
responsive all levels of elected representatives are when people raise a matter of 
concern with them. 
 
The questionnaire results showed that the more local the council the better the 
communication and responsiveness to matters of concern.  This is hardly surprising 
due to the ease of approaching the parish councillors compared with the borough/ 
county councillors, MP and MEPs.  The community apparently feels the parish 
council is the first port of call to air local matters even if it subsequently seems that 
the parish council may have to pass the matter on to the appropriate authority. 
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SECTION 12    
ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

 

 
 

Accessing information seems to be a minor issue for most people.  The new village 
hall could be a way of bringing people together, within a focal point, and this may 
well encourage people to get involved in events, to use services and to access 
information.   
 
Most people thought that the best means of getting information is through the village 
newsletter, and through flyers and by word of mouth.   
 
The monthly newsletter rightly gets a seal of approval, with flyers and word of mouth 
being a useful complement to highlight forthcoming events.  It is interesting that the 
village website gets a reasonable response, but more effort is needed to advertise its 
existence and to set up further website links to advertise village events and current 
information. 
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SECTION 13 
PERSONAL DETAILS 

 
This section asked basic questions about each member of the household aged 17 or 
over. It sought to provide a snapshot of the age of respondents, if they were in paid 
employment, whether they saw the need for commercial or housing development in 
Church Lawford/King’s Newnham and if so, where they thought any development 
should take place. 
 
Please tell us about yourself. 
There were 191 responses to this question with 96 males and 95 females. A very 
balanced community! 
 
What age range do you belong to? 
17-19 6 

20-29 12 

30-45 8 

46-59 49 

60-74 57 

75+ 47 

The age range is biased towards people of 
pensionable age. 
 
Most people in full time and part time 
employment are employed outside the 
villages.  There are less than half the people 
employed in the parishes compared with 
those employed outside.   
 

 
People would be interested in returning to work in the parishes if there was a job 
available, 23 for full-time and 24 for part-time employment.  Amongst the favoured 
categories of work were farming/gardening, construction, engineering and 
education/health. 
 
The lack of a shop in the locality makes it the number one need. craft workshops 
come just ahead of small industrial units, both requiring new development. 
 
The views on whether or not there should be commercial development in the local 
area were inconclusive, erring towards a preference for no commercial development 
within the village. 
 
Housing needs.   
There are relatively strong views that 
there is a need for low cost housing to 
buy in the villages, with housing 
association property for rent as the 
second favourite.  There is a lack of 
support for more executive housing to be 
built.  The main view is that if there is 
more housing it should be within the 
village boundary, but there is a strong 
contingent against any further 
development. 
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SECTION 14 
LEISURE AND EDUCATION 

 

 
 

Most respondents take part in some village events.  The most popular are the village 
fete, fund raising events, private parties and church concerts.   
 
Reasons given as to why respondents didn’t use the village hall/church were: 

• the village hall needs improvement 

• the newsletter arrives too late 

• not our scene, but consider them important to the villages 

• do not attend activities on a Sunday 

• housebound 

• too busy 

• more activities in Wolston 

• live on edge of village 

• not informed 

• no youth club. 
 
The main comments centred around the lack of facilities within the present village 
hall. 
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When asked whether people would attend new clubs or activities if these were 
provided in the villages, there is plenty of interest shown in bringing new clubs and 
activities to Church Lawford/King’s Newnham.  The table below shows the numbers 
interested in the ten most popular activities, but lots of interest are also shown in the 
following activities.   
 
Activity Number of individuals interested 

Keep Fit/Exercise Class 61 

Yoga/Pilates 44 

Natural history 32 

Dancing - Line/Country/Ballroom 32 

Art Club 30 

Dancing - Latin/Salsa/Ceroc 28 

Sports 25 

Rambling Club 23 

History Club 22 

Cycling Club 18 

Drama Society 13 

Music Society 13 

Choir 10 

Martial Arts 9 

Debating Society 8 

Band 6 

Day centre for the elderly 4 

Toddlers Group 4 

Cards/games 3 

Climbing Wall 1 

 
Dance, in all its forms is very popular.  Activities such as choirs, martial arts, 
debating society and bands also show a great deal of interest. 
 
Interest expressed in other events if they could be held in the village 
 
Activity Number of individuals interested 

Live music 82 

Touring theatre 70 
Art exhibitions 69 

Cinema 64 

Literature events 36 

Adult education classes see next question  

 
All of these events will prove popular and will be worthwhile organising. 
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Did you know that Warwickshire County Council produce the Rugby Community 
Directory, which is a guide to voluntary, charitable, non-statutory organisations and 
clubs found in Rugby Borough?  Copies can be obtained by phoning 01788 533513.  
Printed copies of the directory also contain an application form for adding additional 
organisations to the next Rugby Community Directory. 
 
Interest in adult community learning resulted in the following responses.   
 
Activity Number of individuals interested 

Computer training/Internet Café 43 

Gardening/Horticulture 40 

Languages 38 

Arts and Crafts 37 

Cookery 36 

Digital Photography 32 

First Aid 29 

Interior Design/D.I.Y. 25 

Music 24 

Flower Arranging 20 

Bridge/Chess 13 

Car Maintenance 12 

Creative Writing 8 

Accountancy 6 

Genealogy 3 

Upholstery 1 

Dancing - see previous question 1 

CV writing/interview techniques 1 

 
Most people would like classes to be held in the evenings, with a preference for 
weekdays rather than weekends.   
 
The need for a new larger venue to accommodate these activities is apparent. The 
proposed Village Hall needs all the support we can give. 
 
Very few people said that they would like a children’s playground to be built in the 
parishes.  The response is probably not surprising.  The age profile may explain the 
overwhelming No response.  There is only a handful of people who give reasons for 
saying no.  These ranged from vandalism, public liability, siting, supervision, it being 
unnecessary and having no children. 
 
When young people only were asked about the play area equipment, they showed a 
great deal of enthusiasm for the facility. 
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SECTION 15  
YOUNG PEOPLE’S RESPONSES 

 
Of the 22 young people who 
responded, the division between 
male and female is almost equal. 
 
Age range of respondents 
The majority of the respondents 
were between the ages of 7 and 
14.   
 
When asked what kind of facilities 
they would like to see in the 
villages this was their response.   
 
 
 

Play Area 27 

Organised Sports 23 

Holiday play scheme 18 

Creative arts 17 

Skate Board Park 17 

Regular discos 16 

Music groups 16 

Young persons drama group 13 

Youth group 11 and over 12 

Youth café/Drop in club 10 

Youth group under 10s 10 

A play area is clearly a 
favourite amongst the young, 
and looking at the other 
responses organised sports 
and play schemes feature 
strongly, with many indoor 
activities requiring facilities 
which can only be provided by 
a new and larger Village Hall. 
 

 
A few young people suggested the following other facilities:  basketball nets 
football/cricket pitch, shop, children’s committee, environmental activities, internet 
café, lighting on the recreation ground in the shelter, soundproof bandroom, tennis 
courts, and a youth group. 
 
When asked about playground equipment they would like, their response was:  
most would like swings, a slide, a climbing frame and playground equipment.   
 
Clearly, a playground area is a high priority for our younger residents. 
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 When asked if there were any important topics that the questionnaire had 
failed to cover, or if there were any comments respondents would like to make, 
the response was passionate and varied. 
 
The following responses give an idea of the flavour of the comments that were 
received. 
 
They ranged from the appreciative such as:…… 
 
“Having recently moved to the area, I really enjoy living here. The countryside is 
beautiful and relaxing, the villages are very nice.” 
 
“Generally the village is a well organised, pleasant place to live.” 
 
to the more critical such as….. 
 
“I feel that there seems to be a movement to undermine the historic system of 
elected representatives by caucuses of unelected people - often with an axe to grind. 
I feel that this has great potential to be detrimental to the democratic exercise of 
government at all levels.” 
 
“Quite frankly, we are all disgusted that public money is being wasted by this badly 
structured, tedious and quite unnecessary questionnaire.” 
 
“The Parish Council requires more ‘teeth’ and promotion.” 
 
“No new woolly liberal initiatives.  No interference with existing private property.” 
 
And some suggestions…. 
 
“A small camping and caravan site could be developed to generate an income for 
running costs of village hall.” 
 
“Broadband has yet to be fully installed to the village. This could help to bring small 
businesses to the village or help people work from home.” 
 
“Many residents oppose more housing. To foster community affordable starter 
homes are needed to encourage sons and daughters to marry and settle in the 
village.” 
 
“Sheltered seating on the village green should be considered.” 
 
“When the village finally gets the one acre to be made into a ‘quiet park’ perhaps it 
could be a wild meadow park.” 
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…..and finally a sample of comments made regarding the Village Hall… 
 
“Our Reading Room now falls well short of current public building standards and 
strains to hold some of the more popular events.” 
 
“The villages need a focal point around which to hold and host a broader range of 
community events. Our current Reading Room has served us well, but it is now too 
small and lacks suitable facilities to support a range of activities relevant for today’s 
community.” 
 
“The village hall is an eyesore and needs urgent attention.” 
 
Your comments are noted.  
 
………and stop press – work has started at long last! 
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APPENDIX A 
ACTION PLAN 

 

ISSUE ACTION BY WHOM FUNDING TIMESCALE 
LEISURE and EDUCATION 

State of Reading Room (2/6,14/45) 
Retain/improve Doctor’s Surgery (2/6,8/24) 
Improve access (3/10) 
Form Youth Clubs (14/45) 
New facilities - Adults (14/46-49) 
                       -Youths (15/53-55) 

New Village Hall 

• All these issues repeat 
throughout the responses to the 
questionnaire. The ongoing 
drive to raise money for a new 
village hall is a vital step 
towards a projected start in 
2007. 

• A youth club for the 4-10 year 
age group is currently being 
organised and should be up 
and running.  A club for older 
youths requires volunteers and 
organising will be made very 
much easier within a new 
village hall with its facilities 

Village Hall 
Committee and 
volunteers 

Landfill grants 
Local Authorities 
Local business 
Charity grants 
Local events 
Bequests 

Subject to funding 
in place by early 
2007, building mid 
2007 to mid 2008 

Children’s Play Area (15/53) The Parish Council has asked one 
of its Councillors to look at funding 
and seek volunteers. 

Parish Council 
Play Area Group 

Funding is being 
identified 

To large extent 
dependant on 
completion of 
village hall 

Recreation Ground (2/6,3/8,15/54) 

• Poor state – the 5-aside football pitch is 
uneven mainly due to mole activity. 

• Responses show that there is a 
demand for a new full size football and 
cricket pitch 

• Parish Council currently 
employs a mole trapper.  The 
football club rolls the pitch. 

• Need to identify a suitable 
ground within the village. 

Parish Council 
and local sports 
clubs 

Grants Continuous 
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ISSUE ACTION BY WHOM FUNDING TIMESCALE 

RECYCLING and LITTER 

Recycling facilities need improving (4/15-
16) 

The Parish Council will keep 
pressure on the Local Authority to 
bring forward their plans to 
recycle plastics and cardboard 

Parish Council 
Local Authorities 

Rugby Borough 
Council 

On going 
 

Litter (3/11-12,4/13) 
Apart from general street cleaning, the 
main problem areas are the recreation 
ground next the shelter, the unofficial layby 
on the A428 and the gas station pull in on 
the A428.  Sporadic incidents occur next to 
the three railway bridges. 

• The Parish Council will keep 
pressure on the Local 
Authority to improve the 
regularity of street cleaning.   

• Residents, rail contractors  
and businesses should be 
expected to tidy up in their 
immediate locality.  The bin at 
the shelter should be routinely 
emptied.  The answer lies with 
us. 

Parish Council 
Local Authorities 
Residents, rail 
contractors and 
businesses 

Rugby Borough 
Council 

On going 
 

Dog bins 
Since the questionnaire, two dog bins have 
been installed.  Dog fouling is still evident 
on road footpaths and field paths. 

• The Parish Council are 
considering installing up to two 
more bins, the possible 
positions to be determined 
after monitoring “hot spots” 

• Educate errant dog owners to 
be more considerate.  Articles 
in the Newsletter emphasising 
the “shame” of not dealing 
with excreta in the proper way 

 

Parish Council Parish Council 2007/8 
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ISSUE ACTION BY WHOM FUNDING TIMESCALE 

ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

Village information could do with improving 
see (12/34&35) 

• The village notice board will be 
replaced with a larger and 
eventually more prominent 
position next to the new village 
hall.  A village map showing 
places of interest and public 
footpaths is proposed at the car 
park on Coronation Road. 

• Now that we have a village 
website, village timetables, 
public footpaths, historic, 
geograhic, architectural and 
many other pieces of 
information can be linked in. 

 

Parish Council 
Footpath Group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Web manager 
with volunteer’s 
contributions 

Parish Council 2007/8 
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ISSUE ACTION BY WHOM FUNDING TIME 
SCALE 

CRIME 
 
Nuisance 
Door bell ringing, egg 
throwing, car damage, noise, 
rudeness, vandalism 
(10/30-31) 

• More visible policing. 

• Increase Neighbourhood Watch scheme. 

• Involve young people with projects - such as 
improving the Recreation Ground. 

• Set up a Youth Council 

Police/PC 
Neighbourhood 
Watch 
Village Hall 
Committee 
PC 

Police Continuous 

Nuisance caused under 
cover of darkness (10/30-31) 

Improve street lighting 
However, responses elsewhere, particularly in King’s 
Newnham, suggest no increase in street lighting 

PC PC 2008 

Fear of crime (10/29) Greater police presence. 
Increase Neighbourhood Watch scheme 

Police Police Continuous 

TRAFFIC and GETTING AROUND 

There is concern about 
speeding traffic through 
villages (6/19-21) 

Introduce 20mph limit within villages PC/WCC WCC Under review 

Volume of traffic through 
villages 
(6/19-21) 

Make it harder to use as a rat run by parking cars on 
the roads, not on pavements plus a new 20mph 
speed limit 

PC WCC On going 
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ISSUE ACTION BY 
WHOM 

FUNDING TIME 
SCALE 

TRAFFIC and GETTING AROUND (cont..) 

Improve junctions 

• A428 crossroads 

• Old Smithy onto School 
Street 

• Wyevale on to King’s 
Newnham Road (6/21) 

 

• Realign to form 90º junction 

• Cut back hedge/wall. 
 

• Cut back hedge/wall. 
A 20mph speed limit would reduce the problems within 
the village 

WCC 
Owner/PC 

WCC On going 

Parking vehicles on 
pavements causing 
obstructions (6/19,21) 

Write article in Newsletter pointing out that as well as 
being illegal to do so, parking on pavements causes an 
obstruction for pedestrians, and also damages the 
pavements. Vehicles parked on the roads would help to 
slow traffic through the villages. Hold public meeting. 
Inform PCSO 

PCC 
PC 

 ASAP 

New pavements 

• to Wyevale 

• along A428 to Limestone 
Hall Lane 

• along the end of Church 
Road to the Church(6/21) 

PC to approach WCC WCC WCC 2009 
 
 
 
 
 

Lack of information regarding 
local footpaths (3/9) 

• Large board illustrating local footpaths and points of 
interest in the parishes to be erected at car park 
near junction with A428. 

• Produce leaflet illustrating local footpaths 

Footpath 
Group 

Prize money from 
winning Village 
Ventures 
Environment 
Category in 2003 

Information 
board 
currently being 
constructed & 
will be in place 
in 2007/8 
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ISSUE ACTION BY WHOM FUNDING TIME 
SCALE 

HOUSING SURVEY RESULTS and PLANNING for the FUTURE 
 
The housing survey carried out in Part B of the Questionnaire had a 25% response, which is considered reasonable. 4 local housing 
needs were identified.  The survey report also gave a recommendation as to the provision of affordable housing to be provided on future 
developments. The full report can be supplied if requested. 
 
Rented Accommodation  
1 x 2 bed house 
Shared ownership 
2 x 2 bed houses 
Owner occupied 
1 x 2 bed adapted 
house for the disabled (7/23) 

Send Housing Needs Survey to RBC for future use RBC RBC/Develop
er 

On going 
 
 

Too many large expensive 
houses have been built in 
recent years (1/4-5) 

The Housing Survey and the Parish Plan to be lodged 
with RBC to indicate that very little housing development 
is wanted and that should be low cost 

RBC RBC On going 

Light industry (9/28) Contact Church Lawford Business Centre to see if that 
can be expanded 

WCC WCC 2007/8 
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ISSUE ACTION BY WHOM FUNDING TIME 
SCALE 

SERVICES 

Many residents would like a 
General Store and a Post 
Office (1/5, 2/6) 

• Contact present businesses to see if they would be 
interested. 

• Volunteers to set up a co-operative. 

PC/RBC/WCC 
and volunteers 

PC/RBC/WCC 2007/8 

Buses - better transport links 
to services in Rugby and 
Coventry (5/18) 

Approach Stagecoach PC/Stagecoach WCC/Stageco
ach 

2007/8 

Buses - easier access to 
information on services, 
particularly when changes 
are made (5/18) 

• Have timetables available in the Village Hall. 

• Announce changes to services in The Newsletter 

Stagecoach/Vill
age Hall 
Committee 

Stagecoach/Vi
llage Hall 
Committee 

On going 

Buses - lack of direct bus 
routes to NHS hospitals and 
to railway stations is a 
concern (5/18) 

Contact Stagecoach/WCC for possibility of direct bus 
routes 

Bus service 
providers 

 Contact in 
2007/8 

Improve access to medical 
services (8/24) 

Set up local system to take people for medical 
appointments 

Volunteers Self funding 2007/8 

A number of residents 
wanted allotments (2/7) 

Investigate possible sites and contact the Allotment 
Association.  Sites may be available in Wolston  

PC RBC/WCC 2007/8 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Tabulated answers to questionnaire 
 

SECTION 1      YOUR HOUSEHOLD  
 

 

1) This asked in which village you live?      99 households replied: 

 

Church Lawford 86 

King’s Newnham 13 

Not answered 1 

 

 

2) Length of Residence?      100 households replied: 

 

0- 4 years 19 

5 –9 years 8 

10-19years 13 

20-39 years 31 

40+ years  25 

Not answered 4 

 

3) Asked what you liked most about living in the Parishes?    There were 158 comments and 

only 1 negative comment. 

 

Rural environment e.g. near countryside  51 

Community Spirit  41 

Peaceful 27 

Small community 18 

Convenient for urban centres /motorways  8 

Good for walks  5 

Quality of life 5 

 

Several people were born and bred here (3) others enjoyed the facilities and the pleasant 

surroundings (2) 
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4) The biggest change for the better?    This question produced 69 responses: 

 

None 22 

Road -Traffic Calming 13 

Development -Housing 8 

Local Facilities-Footpaths 5 

Local Facilities –Sewage Works 5 

Development no airport at Rugby 4 

General positive Comments 4 

Local facilities- other 3 

Recreation Ground 3 

Community activities 2 

 

Presumably the fact that so many replied none meant that they were happy that the villages 

had remained much the same and not changed.    

The community and community events and general appearance of the village, less litter, the 

street lighting, electricity, water, village hall, all were mentioned by single votes. 

 

5) Worst changes in the parishes since you have lived here?     This question produced 156 

comments: 

 

Closure of Small Shops 52 

Closure of School 51 

Failure to control building development  15 

Increased traffic through village 8 

Public Houses 6 

General 4 

Nothing 4 

Litter/Fly-tipping 3 

Anti-social Behaviour  2 

Noise 2 

 

Mentioned also were speeding of cars and motorbikes (1) masts (1) public transport (1) traffic 

calming (1) road maintenance (1) Church was “happy clappy” now (1) vandalism (1) youth 

club (1) youth nuisance (1) and the fact the village has grown too big.  
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SECTION 2   VILLAGE FACILITIES. 
 

6) Do you and your household use the village facilities?  Replies as follows; 

 

Facility                        Importance                                     Condition  

 

                          v. import.    Import     not              excel        good      needs improve 

 

 

Cemetery               33               29          30               10              4                 3 

 

Doctor’s Surg.        32              25           33                3              6               18 

 

Rec. Ground           33             43            20                0               9               38 

 

Mobile Library       18            34            34                 5             19                 4 

 

Pub                          24            53           19                 3             27                18 

 

Garden Centre        16             54            29                13           50                 2 

 

St. Peter’s Church   54             30           13                13            45                 5 

 

Reading Room        57              33            8                 1            1 0              55 

 

Village Walks         30             49           15                27           53              - 

 

A children’s play area/ general stores/ little corner shop/ post office were all considered 

important but not available.   The post box and public telephone got special mention as being 

good and important. 
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Please add any comments you have about village facilities or any suggestions for 

improvement: the following comments were made: 

 

1) “Broadband has yet to be fully installed in the village.   This could help to bring small 

businesses to the village or help people work from home. “ 

2) “Many residents are against more housing.   To foster the community further 

affordable starter homes are needed to encourage sons and daughters to marry and 

settle in the village.” 

3) “Sheltered seating on the village green should be considered “ 

4) “When the village finally gets the 1 acre to be made into a “quiet park” perhaps it 

could be a wild meadow park “ 

5) “A small camping and caravan site could be developed to generate an income for the 

running costs of the village hall.” 

6) A sample of the comments made regarding the Village Hall;       

“Our Reading Room now falls well short of current public building standards and 

strains to hold the more popular events. “ 

“ The village needs a focal point around which to hold and host a broader range of 

community events.   Our current Reading Room has served us well, but is now too 

small and lacks suitable facilities to support a range of activities relevant to today’s 

community” 

“ The village hall is an eyesore and needs urgent attention.” 

 

If allotments were available would you be interested in renting one  

7) 19 replies said that if an allotment was available for renting they would be interested 

in one. 
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SECTION 3 YOUR ENVIRONMENT 
 

8) . From the point of view of safeguarding or restoring particular features. Please 

indicate how important each feature is to your household by entering the appropriate 

code and state as shown beside the table. 

Answers were as follows; 

 

Feature                           Importance   Condition 
     v. import         import.        not           excell.       good       needs improve. 

 

Rec Ground       33                43              20              -                   9              38 

 

Village Green    53               4 0              3               13               49               5 

 

Churchyard        41               47               9               8                 41               5 

 

Designated f/paths   46               39                 9              9                48              3 

 

Green verges       30               61               7                2                37             20  

 

Mat.trees/verges    47             52               1                6                44               8 

 

Village Pump         22              43             18                8                27              11 

 

Open Spaces in vill. 53             42              1                 1                30              15 

 

Cor. Rd. Car Park     7               33              47              1                 19              13 

 

River Avon                 48              44              3               6                  20              31 

  

War Memorial        43              46              5              6                   4                 8 

 

Open Countryside    82              16             1              29                 55                   -  

 

Quiet Lanes             70              29             1             10                 31                25 

 

Telephone Box        33              45            17             6                  22                  5 
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All the features mentioned in the list needing to be safeguarded or restored were considered 

important.  The recreation ground, the quiet lanes, the green verges and the River Avon were 

especially mentioned as needing improvement.  

 

  In the other suggestions it was felt the Bakehouse in Church Rd., should be preserved and 

that Church Rd., was not suitable for 2 way traffic in places.   The layby in School St. was 

missed and it was felt there should be a 20 mph speed limit throughout the villages and that 

the village roads should not be used as short cuts.   It was also felt that the Lady Island and 

mill site on the River should be restored. 

 

9) What improvements to the local environment would you or members of your household 

like to see done?     The answers were as follows: 

 

 Important or very important 

Increased care of open spaces and verges 81  

Improve wildlife habitats 74                               

More Flowers 63                               

Maps of local footpaths be available  56                               

Improve access to footpaths 50                               

Guided walks available 24                              

Better signposting of footpaths 24                                

 

Other improvements which got 1 comment in the important or very important columns were 

improve drains, litter free verges, parking facilities for large households and remove road 

sign clutter. 

 

 

Add details for areas that need improving and any suggestions for improvement.   28 

comments were given: 

 

 

Footpaths- improve 12 

Tidy/ Improve Areas 7 

Grass Verges 3 

Benches Circular /other 2 

Litter bins/dog waste bins 2 

Air pollution, litter/Fly Tipping, 1 

Recreation Ground/Road signs/&Traffic 1 
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10)  What would you like to see done to improve access in the Parishes for all ages and 

abilities?   There were 183 comments to this question: 

  Given important and very important ratings were: 

Provision of additional seating 50 

Dropped kerbs 41 

Additional ramps 33 

Additional pavements 32 

Pedestrian crossing 27 

Pavements were suggested from C.L to the farm along the A428, to join up with Long 

Lawford, to the Garden Centre. From the gateway in Church Rd., to the Church and along 

Coventry Rd., to Limestone Hall Lane. 

 

Are there any areas in the village that are difficult to access?      Replies were as follows: 

No Footpath  7 

Village Hall 6 

Footpaths -other 5 

No none 3 

Crossing busy  2 

Default Access Difficulty  2 

Non Specific 2 

Overhanging vegetation/trees 2 

The Church got 1 mention as did disabled access-various, road junction and gates- kissing 

gates etc. 
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11) How would you rate the following environmental issues in the Parishes? 

The following comments were made: 

 

Very important or important  

Fly/tipping 88 

Litter 88 

Graffiti and vandalism 88 

Dog Fouling 83 

Noise during the night 69 

Litter from the land fill site 67 

Noise during the day  54 

 

Mention was made of the acoustic hoods on the pub cooling fans (1) Airplane noise (1) noise 

from Coventry airport (1) Smelly bonfires (1) Heavy traffic to the Garden Centre (1) Smoke 

from fuel burner (1) Traffic in Church Rd., (1) Light pollution (1) noise from speedway, 

fireworks and planes (1)  

 

Environmental issues that most concern you and your household.  Replies: 

Very Important or `Important  

Litter 14 

Traffic Issues 14 

Fly Tipping 10 

Air pollution 8 

Noise pollution 6 

Vandalism/graffiti 6 

Dog issues 5 

Recycling issues 5 

Smells 5 

Anti social behaviour Issues 3 

Encouraging wildlife 3 

Airport/aircraft issues 2 

Inappropriate Development 2 

Non-specific 2 

Open spaces/woodland /verges 2 

Overgrown Trees/ Vegetation 2 

Verges 2 

Other mentions were given to flooding (1) Landfill (1) Motorcycle issues (1) Recreation 

ground (1) River Avon (1) Road maintenance (1) Specific Property (1) Masts (1) 
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Please enter details about the environment that most concerns you and your household; 

There were many comments made including: 

 

1.  Site of village hall- redevelop & improve to discourage vandalism (3) 

1. Block off lay-by on A428 (2) or tarmac it, signpost it and provide for litter disposal or 

encourage action by RBC 

2. Remove mast on Coronation Rd. 

3. Litter  

4.  More litter bins and signs 

Council should do regular litter pick on A428 

5. Get Railtrack to remove their litter & stop dropping it (Coronation Rd and Limestone 

Hall (3) 

6. Enforcement of litter laws 

7. Put overhead wires underground 

8. Gas Station on A428 – install roadside gates 

9. Fly tipping Take vehicle numbers of fly tippers/ police should take more interest in 

catching fly tippers (2)/ there should be big fines for fly tippers 

10. Advertise council willingness to pick up unwanted furniture 

11. Free skip in village every few months 

12. Youths should have an appropriate bench instead of gathering at the one on the green 

13. Wheelie bins left outside after collection- put notes in front doors or put in newsletter  

14. Should be free disposal of household goods at Hunter’s Lane.  

15. Should be better control of smell, noise and litter from Landfill sites. 

16. Lorries & building materials should not be permanently outside houses –should be 

hidden (3) 

17. Coronation Rd. car park should be put back to what it was.    

18. King’s Newnham residents would like doorstep recycling boxes, if not there should 

be local bins as there used to be at the pub. 

 

Which area in the parishes has the biggest litter/fly-tipping problem? 

Lanes around village 44 

Main road 8 

Not aware/Don’t know 6 

Recreation Ground 3 

River Avon 1 

Village Centre 1 

 

What should be done to improve the problem 

Advertise Council Clear-up Services  1 

Organise regular village Clear-ups  
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What is the biggest eyesore in the Parishes?  Responses were: 

 

Cemex/New houses/Reading Room 30 

Untidy properties 7 

Ling Hall landfill site 4 

Masts 2 

Bins, fly/tipping, hedgerows/verges 

litter/parking, River Avon, building 

styles/materials, sewage works, youth 

1 

 

 

12) What would you like to see done to improve the general appearance and cleanliness of 

the Parishes? Answers were: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No one thought it was a good idea to appoint a volunteer litter warden but it was suggested by 

1 person that the parish pays a village handyman.   Someone else suggested the solution was 

to stop people dropping litter in the first place.  Someone else felt the Parish/ Borough 

Councils only took responsibility when it suits them.   

Businesses to take ownership and clear 

up outside their own premises 

79 

Individual householders taking 

responsibility for their immediate area 

76 

The Parish /Borough Council taking 

responsibility 

68 

Individual villagers taking 

“ownership” of an area and tidying it 

voluntarily  

42 
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SECTION 4  VILLAGE SERVICES 
 

13. Please rate the following services by entering the appropriate code as shown by the code 

beside the table? 

 

Replies were as follows: 

 

 Excellent Good Satisfactory Needs 

Improvement 

Drain/gully cleaning 2 15 28 22 

Provision & Emptying of 

litterbins 

11 20 29 16 

Provision & Emptying of dog 

mess bins 

 5 9 25 

Grass-cutting 13 31 22 22 

Litter picking/street cleaning 3 18 35 28 

Maintenance of pavements  18 37 7 

Maintenance of car parks  11 37 7 

Maintenance of roads  11 36 38 

Maintenance of phone box 2 16 35 7 

Policing 1  18 62 

Refuse Collection 29 29 27 4 

Street Lighting 3 16 34 24 

Other – Central clothes/shoe 

collection point 

   1 

Other – Winter gritting/snow 

clearance 

   1 

 

 

 

As you can see by far the greatest worry was the policing issue or lack of it.   Otherwise 

maintenance of roads street cleaning, litter picking, grass cutting, emptying of dog mess 

boxes and street lighting, drain and gully cleaning were quite high on the list as needing 

improvement. 
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14) What does you household recycle? 

Paper 83 

Garden compost 78 

Glass 75 

Cans 64 

Clothes 62 

Plastics 35 

Cardboard 5 

Engine oil 1 

Foil 2 

Scrap metal 1 

 

Someone asked why couldn’t the council recycle plastic? 

Plastics had the largest number of “no” replies (50). 

 

If you don’t recycle please explain why: 

Reasons for not recycling: 

Facilities not available (12) 

Nowhere to recycle plastics 

 

 

15) Which additional facility would you use if it was available in the villages?   

Responses were as follows: 

 

Clothes/textiles /shoes 55 

Household items 48 

Plastic/cardboard 72 

Other cans 5 

Other glass 2 

 

Someone mentioned they would like another red box for papers.   Another wanted a facility 

for recycling foil, another for Tetra packs, yet another for polystyrene.  

 

What additional recycling facility would you use if it was available in the village? 

 

Comments about recycling or suggestions for improvements were: 

 Recycling bins in village 12 

Improved collection 11 

Facilities to recycle garden/vegetable 

waste 

3 

Recycle plastics 2 

Recycling facilities for cans, metal, oil 

batteries 

1   each 

A suggestion was made that the recycled items could be used for charity.   
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SECTION 5 PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
 

16. Which of the buses that stop at Church Lawford do you or someone in your household 

use? The responses were: 

 

 Yes No  Not answered Total 

Bus to Coventry 19 64 11 94 

Bus to Rugby 30 59 5 94 

 

 

17. If you answered yes to the above question, then please tick as appropriate to show how 

often and why they use the bus. Responses were: 

 

 Most 

week 

days 

Most 

weeks  

Sometimes Never Not 

answered 

Total 

Travel to 

work/collage/school  

9  7 8 70 94 

To access medical 

services  

 2 5 12 75 94 

Shopping 1 4 12 9 68 94 

Social 1 3 19 7 64 94 

 

 

18. Are there improvements that could be made to the bus service that would encourage you 

or members of your household to use a bus more frequently? 

Responses: 

 

 Essential Helpful Unhelpful No 

effect 

Not 

answered 

Total 

Better Information 12 16  33 33 94 

Improved reliability  8 20  35 31 94 

Increased frequency of 

service  

13 18                   32 31 94 

More evening and weekend 

buses 

9 18 1 35 31 94 

Lower cost 17 16 1 31 29 94 

Improved bus shelters 1 13 2 44 34 94 

Community transport  3 17  39 34 94 

More Destinations 4 17 2 37 34 94 

Other- Better Comfort  1    1 

Other-   Bus to Brink low   1   1 

Free Bus pass for over 60s  1    1 

Never use public transport     1  1 
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If the frequency of the bus service was increased between Coventry and Rugby, when would 

you like more buses to run?  Total number of responses was 19. 

 

 Count 

Day/Weekend/Evening 4 

Daytime 3 

Increased rush hour service 3 

Evenings 2 

General comments 2 

Not applicable 2 

15-20 minutes 1 

Do not use/would not use 1 

Weekends 1 

 

 

If new destinations were introduced, where would you like them to go?    There were 25 

replies to this: 

 

 Count 

No/ not applicable/non specific 5 

Leamington via Ryton 4 

General comments 3 

Brinklow 2 

Dunchurch 2 

Leicester Road 2  

Bilton 1 

Local Stations  1 

Monks Kirby 1 

Ryton Gardens 1 

Stretton-on-Dunsmore  1 

Supermarkets 1 

Walsgrave Hospital 1 

 

Please add any comments you have about public transport and suggestions for improvement. 

 

 Count 

Cost and/or Frequency 5 

Additional Services – General 1 

Alternative methods of transport 1 

Better information 1 

Elderly/Pram/wheelchair access 1 

Evening Services 1 

General 1 

Reliability of service 1 

Total 12 
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SECTION 6  TRAFFIC 
 

19. Which traffic issues are you most concerned about in the parishes?  

 

Traffic problems are a major headache in the village, particularly parking along School Street 

and King’s Newnham Road.  The resultant bad parking creates risks for the safety of 

pedestrians and other road users alike.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ninety four households completed the traffic section of the questionnaire. There are higher 

numbers of vehicles parked on the road/pavement/verge than are parked in garages or off the 

road. Overall there were more people not concerned about traffic issues than those who were. 

Speed through the village was shown to be the greatest problem, with most people suggesting 

lowering the speed limit plus better enforcement of existing speed limits and parking 

restrictions.  

 

Although it is illegal to park on pavements most people were not concerned about this. On 

the other hand anyone with a pushchair, a wheelchair or someone who is visually impaired 

must find it very difficult to walk along pavements in the village, as many cars are parked so 

far on to the pavement that pedestrians are forced to walk on the road. 

Most Important Traffic Issues

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Speed through village

Horses

Parking on pavements

Parking near the Village Hall

Parking in residential streets

Riding on pavements

Specific junctions or roads

The volume of traffic

Number of respondents classifying issue as concerned or very concerned
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20. How do you rate the following traffic control measures?  

 

 Excellent Good Satisfactory Useless Don’t 

know 

Not 

answered 

Total 

Current speed limits in the 

villages 

2 22 37 30  3 94 

Traffic calming 1 7 16 45 11 15 94 

 

 

 

Speed through the villages causes the greatest concern, particularly at times of the day when 

the road is used as a rat run to avoid the traffic lights at Bretford. Cars parked at the roadside 

have the same effect as chicanes in that they slow traffic down. This is probably as effective a 

measure as road humps or rumble strips. Clear access needs to be available at all times for 

emergency services. 

 

The Garden Centre and the Pub create the greatest volumes of traffic coming into the village. 

Both of these have safety issues regarding vehicle access. There is only a limited view of the 

road when vehicles are exiting these premises. These areas plus the crossroads with the A428 

were considered to be dangerous by a number of people. It was suggested that the pavement 

along King’s Newnham Road should be extended as far as the Garden Centre to avoid 

walking on the road. 

 

21. How do you think traffic safety could be improved? 

 

 

The car park at the rear of the Village Hall should prevent School Street being clogged up 

with vehicles whenever there is an event on.  There is also car parking space just off 

Coronation Road, useful for anyone wishing to go for a walk in the area. 

 

 Very 

important 

Important Not 

important 

Don’t 

know 

Not 

answered 

Total 

Better enforcement of 

existing speed limits and 

parking restrictions 

31 17 6 1 39 94 

Lower speed limits 30 24 25 1 14 94 

Road humps 8 12 52 5 17 94 

Chicanes 9 11 44 6 24 94 

Rumble strips 11 13 44 7 19 94 
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22.  How many cars or vans are associated with your household and where are they parked? 

 0 1 2 3 4 Total 

Parked on your premises 7 32 41 7 6 94 

Parked on the road 88 5 1   94 

Parked on pavement/grass verge 91 3    94 

 

There has been an improvement in traffic speed on the A428 with the introduction of a 

40mph limit. The low railway bridge continues to cause problems. The introduction of 

SatNav equipment, plus the ever increasing number of lorries from other countries appears to 

have exacerbated the problem. There are enough road signs well in advance warning of the 

low bridge, but no one can force drivers to take notice of them. 

 

There are no easy solutions that would be acceptable to most respondents. Everyone wants 

the convenience of their own transport and that brings its own problems. 
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SECTION 7  HOUSING NEEDS 
 

23. Households were given the opportunity to highlight what they thought their future 

housing needs might be. 

 

 Yes No Not 

answered 

Total 

Are you or anyone presently living with you, likely to need to 

move to another home? 

25 58 4 87 

If yes, do they want to stay in the parishes? 19 10 58 87 

Do you anticipate relatives wishing to move to the Parishes, 

either to be cared for by an existing resident or to care for 

someone living here 

11 65 11 87 

Do you or any of your household anticipate leaving the 

Parishes due to lack of affordable housing? 

13 61 13 87 

 

Of the 87 households who answered this question twenty five  indicated that they or 

somebody living with them would be likely to move to another home, and nineteen of these 

said they would like to stay in Church Lawford/King’s Newnham. Thirteen respondents 

indicated that they anticipated being forced to leave the villages because of a lack of 

affordable housing. A further eleven respondents indicated that relatives would need to move 

to the parish either to care for, or to be cared for, by existing relatives. 

 

From the Parish Plan questionnaire the following additional houses were identified as being 

required: 

 

Type of property To Buy Shared 

Ownership 

To Rent 

1 or 2 bedroom house or flat 10 9 6 

3 bedroom house 9 3 3 

4 bedroom house 3   

Bungalow 6 1 1 

Sheltered accommodation 1  1 

Adapted for disabled person 2  2 

Self Build 3  1 

What is unclear is whether these needs can already be met in the village, since the 

questionnaire did not ask about the accommodation that the respondents would be leaving. 

 

A separate Housing Needs Survey was issued to every household, with an envelope to return 

it to the Warwickshire Rural Housing Association. 
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Twenty five percent of households completed the Housing Needs Survey.  Only four 

respondents expressed an immediate need for alternative housing: 

 

Type of property To Buy Shared Ownership To Rent 

2 bedroom house  2 1 

Adapted for disabled person 1   

  

The feedback from the Housing Needs Survey, which was analysed by the Rural Housing 

Enabler for Warwickshire, is available to be seen at the home of the Parish Clerk, Keith 

Sinfield, 22 Church Road, Church Lawford. 

(This has been submitted to Rugby Borough Council for adoption as supplementary planning 

guidance.  The information in it is already influencing applications for new development 

within the villages and is being used when any planning applications for additional housing 

are submitted to the Borough Council). 
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SECTION 8  - HEALTH ISSUES 
 

This section of the questionnaire asked whether there were difficulties accessing medical 

services and aimed to find out why. Only a small minority of respondents indicated 

difficulties, mostly to do with lack of transport. There are so few health facilities in the 

villages respondents expectations are low. This would account for an over 90% response as 

‘not answered/not applicable’ to the question about difficulty in getting to a range of medical 

services. 

 

24.  Do you or any member of your household have difficulty getting to any of the following 

medical services? 

 

 Lack of 

transport 

Opening 

times 

Lack of 

availability 

Long 

waiting 

lists 

Other Not 

answered/not 

applicable 

Total 

Chemists 2 1 2   94 99 

Chiropodists 2  1   96 99 

Complementary or 

alternative 

practitioners 

  1   98 99 

Dentists 2  2   95 99 

Dieticians 1  1   97 99 

Doctors 2 1 1   95 99 

Hospitals as an out-

patient 

2    1 96 99 

Hospitals as a visitor 2    2 95 99 

Occupational 

therapists 

    1 98 99 

Opticians 2  1  1 96 99 

Physiotherapists 1  1  1 96 99 

Speech therapists      99 99 

 

25.  There was an overwhelming response to the question on whether or not to retain the 

Doctor’s Surgery in the Village Hall. Seventy six out of ninety nine of the respondents 

wanted this service kept. It should be borne in mind that unless major improvements are 

made to the Village Hall this service could be withdrawn. 

 

26.  Please indicate if you need help with any of the following because of age, disability or 

you are a carer. 

 

A small minority of respondents wanted help with daily activities, the largest group seeking 

help with odd-job maintenance. 
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We may be able to fulfil these needs by volunteers within the communities. 

 

The conclusions to draw from these results are that either there are very few people 

experiencing difficulties in accessing medical services, or expectations of improvements are 

so low respondents didn’t consider it worthwhile mentioning. Hopefully, it does show that 

any individual who does find it difficult to access medical services on their own receives help 

from relatives, friends or neighbours. 

Areas in which people need help

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Benefits, applications / form filling

Childcare

Day Centre care

Gardening

Housekeeping

Meals on wheels

Odd-job maintenance

Respite care

Shopping

Walking the dog

Number of respondents
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SECTION 9   - CREATING EMPLOYMENT 
 

27. There were eighty five responses to Section 9. Of the twenty six respondents who are 

currently self employed twenty one already run their business in the parishes. Ten 

respondents were thinking of becoming self-employed, or running a business in the next 5 

years. It is not clear if these would wish to run their businesses within the parishes. A number 

of respondents considered it important to increase light industry (22) and office space (19) in 

the villages and nine wanted a hotel/restaurant. 

 

28. It is interesting to see how many respondents would like a village shop and post office 

when one considers that these businesses have been shown to be unviable in past years. The 

greatest wish is for a village shop and post office. Twenty one considered a shop to be very 

important and another twelve thought it important. Eleven respondents thought a post office 

very important with another ten stating it an important facility. It was suggested these could 

be attached to existing businesses like the Garden Centre or The Old Smithy. To make any of 

these ideas a viable business concern would mean a large input of volunteer labour. Only 

three households showed any interest in helping set up and run a community business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another idea was to have a community shop set up in the Village Hall.  This could be a 

consideration when the Village Hall is refurbished. Thirteen households would like to see a 

taxi service run from the villages. 

 

The Garden Centre and The Old Smithy came in for equal amounts of criticism and of praise.  

The amount of traffic through the villages created by these businesses was condemned.  

There were a number of comments regarding the fact that The Old Smithy is no longer a 

‘village pub’, i.e., there is no longer a public bar, no games room, no darts or skittles teams 

etc. On the plus side many households considered these businesses to be assets to the 

communities, providing employment ,good services and supporting local fund raising 

activities. 

 

There was a clear message that future business development in the parishes should not spill 

into the surrounding greenbelt, and that there should be no major expansion to the current 

size of the villages. 

 

There should be more of the following in Church Lawford/King's Newnham
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SECTION 10   -  CRIME 
 

This section was specifically aimed at the subject of Crime - perception of crime, experience 

of crime as a victim, and what could be done to improve safety. Ninety six households 

answered the questions on crime. 

 

29. What particular crime most concerns you and members of your household, and how 

concerned are you? 

 

30. Have you or someone within your household experienced the following in the Parishes 

during the last 12 months? 

 

The figures show that the perception and fear of crime far exceeds the incidence of crime 

itself.  Sometimes this fear of crime can be as damaging as actual crimes, in that it can 

adversely affect the quality of people’s lives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Respondents were most concerned about domestic burglary (83), but only two households 

reported they had been victims in the past year.  There has been an increase in burglaries 

from business premises.  

Experience and fear of crime
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Theft of a vehicle, theft from a vehicle, trespass, vandalism and damage to property was the 

next largest concern for seventy six households.  In the past year four respondents reported 

theft of a vehicle/theft from a vehicle and twenty three suffered trespass, vandalism or 

damage to property. Vandalism is an ongoing problem with damage to the new bus shelter, 

windows being broken in the Church, the Village Hall and the telephone kiosk. Drug abuse 

came next with sixty eight households concerned, but only four incidents occurred.  

Nuisance, drunkenness or anti-social behaviour  worried sixty three respondents with 

seventeen incidents during the year. Nuisance is mostly caused by the younger members of 

our community either kicking balls where they shouldn’t, or by disturbing the peace with 

loud music or riding noisy mopeds. Robbery/mugging and theft by bogus officials had not 

occurred in the year, but fifty five and fifty three households respectively were concerned 

about these crimes. Intimidation, violence or personal attack also worried nearly half  (47) the 

households, but there were five cases of intimidation and one of violence or personal attack in 

the past year. Arson was of great concern to some respondents. Farms are very vulnerable to 

this crime. 

 

Households may have given their responses to how they feel about crime in general as 

opposed to crime within Church Lawford and King’s Newnham. 

 

Respondents were asked if there were any areas of the village where they didn’t feel safe, and 

if so why? Fourteen households answered this question. Eight cited the centre of the village, 

two the Recreation Ground, one all areas after dark, one footpaths, one lanes and one outside 

own home. It is reassuring to find that the majority of households feel that they are safe 

within the parishes. 
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How do you think safety can be improved?
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More visible policing was considered to be the best deterrent for crime.  This was the view of 

eighty six out of ninety six households. Although we hear that rural areas will get an 

increased police presence not a great deal seems to happen. The introduction of PCSOs is a 

step forward, but we need to see them in the parishes on a regular basis.  An effective 

Neighbourhood Watch Scheme and more activities for young people came next with seventy 

five households considering these to be important.  There is already a good Neighbourhood 

Watch Scheme and also a Farm Watch Scheme for outlying farms. All residents need to be 

alert and to report anything suspicious to their local co-ordinator. The provision of the 

Recreation Ground is a good resource for the youth in the villages. The shelter has been 

provided for them. The formation of Church Lawford Football Team has been a great 

development. More can be provided with the resources and help from the local communities. 

This would require big improvements to be made to the Village Hall.  Activities for young 

people in the villages are considered in other sections of this report. 

 

Fifty two households suggested improved street lighting and another thirty one considered 

using CCTV in the villages.  Looking at the actual rates of crime within the parishes CCTV 

would be a very expensive option. The Parish Council , as part of the Action Plan, could 

review street lighting in Church Lawford. King’s Newnham residents made it clear they do 

not want any street lighting in their parish. 
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SECTION 11 – ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES 
 

This section was included to try to find out not only how well the local elected 

representatives communicate the decisions they take on matters that affect you, but also how 

responsive all levels of elected representatives are when you or your household raise a matter 

of concern with them. 

 

32. How well do the local councils publicise their decisions and activities? 

 

 Very well Well Not very well Not answered Total answers 

Parish Council 30 41 20 2 93 

Borough Council 7 45 36 5 93 

County Council 4 35 48 6 93 

 

33. How responsive do you feel that your elected representatives are when you or a member 

of your household raise issues with them? 

 

 Excellent Good Satisfactory Poor No 

issue 

raised  

Not 

answered 

Total 

answers 

Parish 

Councillors 

16 25 12 5 30 5 93 

Borough 

Councillors 

4 15 16 5 44 9 93 

County 

Councillors 

4 10 16 6 47 10 93 

Local M.P. 4 14 10 4 50 11 93 

M.E.P. 1 2 7 3 69 15 93 

 

It is evident that the more local the Council the better the communication and responsiveness 

to matters of concern.  This is hardly surprising due to the ease of approaching the Parish 

Councillors compared with the Borough/ County Councillors, MP and MEPs.  The 

community apparently feels the Parish Council is the first port of call to air local matters even 

if it subsequently seems that the Parish Council may have to pass the matter on to the 

appropriate authority. 
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SECTION 12   -   ACCESS TO INFORMATION 
 

34. Are there any areas of information that you or members of your household have difficulty 

accessing or would like better access to? 

 Yes No Not answered Total 

Benefits and entitlements 3 60 26 89 

Local employment and agencies 3 60 26 89 

Local medical services 7 59 23 89 

Parish Council 6 59 24 89 

Training and education 3 61 25 89 

Transport options and timetables 7 58 24 89 

Parishes footpaths and wildlife 13 54 22 89 

Parishes history 22 44 23 89 

Parishes organisations and clubs 13 51 25 89 

Parishes services and facilities 

(for example opening hours) 

11 54 24 89 

Local events 12 51 26 89 

Other (enter suggestion) 

DHSS form filling 

Welcome pack 

1    

 

Do you have a particular difficulty accessing information? If yes, please enter details. 

Footpath stiles 1; Housebound 1; Maps of footpaths 1; NHS dentist 1; Parish magazine 1; 

Village Hall for information 1. 

The responses give the impression that accessing information is not a major issue.  Many of 

the headings where there is some difficulty will be resolved when the new village hall is up 

and running, as it will become more of a focus for events, services and information. 

Other concerns relate to the housebound or people who find it difficult to reach agencies and 

facilities. 

 

35. The following table shows the ways in which you might receive information about 

services, facilities and events taking place in the village. 

 Excellent Good Satisfactory Poor Not 

applicable 

Not 

answered 

Total 

Flyers 23 34 9 5 2 16 89 

Large print 

versions 

2 8 8 7 36 28 89 

Library 2 17 12 10 27 21 89 

Local papers 8 23 24 17 2 15 89 

Newsletter 41 34 6   8 89 

Notice board 9 15 19 15 13 24 89 

Posters 3 15 19 15 13 24 89 

Talking versions  5 9 7 35 33 89 

Website 5 17 14 9 18 26 89 

Word of mouth 8 30 22 6 5 18 89 

Other (enter 

suggestion) 

Take down 

posters after 

event 
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The monthly Newsletter rightly gets a seal of approval, with flyers and word of mouth being 

a useful complement to highlight forthcoming events. 

It is interesting that the village website gets a reasonable response, but more effort is needed 

to advertise its existence and set up further website links to advertise village events and 

current information. 

 

36. Is there any important topic that this questionnaire has failed to cover or any other 

comments you would like to make? 

 

Air pollution 1; housing 1. 
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SECTION 13  - PERSONAL DETAILS 
 

This section asked basic questions about each member of the household aged 17 or over. It 

sought to provide a snapshot of the age of respondents, if they were in paid employment, 

whether they saw the need for commercial or housing development in Church 

Lawford/King’s Newnham and if so, where they thought any development should take place. 

 

37. Please tell us about yourself. 

There were 191 responses to this question with 96 males and 95 females. A very balanced 

community. 

 

38.  What age range do you belong to? 

17-19 6 

20-29 12 

30-45 8 

46-59 49 

60-74 57 

75+ 47 

 

The age range is biased towards people of pensionable age. 

 

 

 

 

39. If you are in paid employment, are you: 

 

In full-time employment based in the Parishes 27 

In full-time employment based outside the Parishes 54 

In part-time employment based in the Parishes 7 

In part-time employment based outside the Parishes 25 

 

40. Would you be interested in working in the Parishes if a suitable job were available? 

 

45 people would be interested in returning to work in the Parishes if a job were available, 23 

for full-time and 24 for part-time employment. Amongst the favoured categories of work 

were farming/gardening, construction, engineering and education/health. 
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41. Do you agree with the need for the following types of commercial development in the 

parishes? 

 

 Strongly 

agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Don’t 

know 

Not 

answered 

Total 

Shops 72 60 12 8  46 198 

Hotels/restaurants 7 23 38 66 11 53 198 

Craft workshops 14 70 31 20 16 47 198 

Office space 8 35 39 48 16 52 198 

Small industrial units 10 46 25 53 13 51 198 

Other (enter suggestion) 

Farms 

 

3       

Scope for 

agricultural/horticultural 

development 

 2      

 

The lack of a shop in the locality makes it the number one need. Craft workshops come just 

ahead of small industrial units, both requiring new development. 

 

42. Where do you think any commercial development should take place? 

 

 Strongly 

agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Don’t 

know 

Not 

answered 

Total 

Limited commercial 

development within the 

village boundary 

8 51 16 48 5 70 198 

 

Limited commercial 

development outside the 

village boundary 

8 54 18 37 4 77 198 

No further commercial 

development should take 

place 

54 9 26 22 8 79 198 

 

Non-conclusive spread of views erring toward no commercial development within the 

village. 
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43.  Do you agree with the need for the following types of housing development in the 

parishes? 

 

 a. b. c. d. Don’t 

know 

Not answered 198 

Executive housing to buy 2 13 40 86 1 56 198 

Low cost housing to buy 61 46 24 23 3 41 198 

Housing association to rest 34 43 28 33 7 54 198 

Opportunities for self build 18 48 24 36 18 54 198 

Shared ownership 16 41 24 28 27 62 198 

Subsidised housing 21 34 28 36 17 62 198 

Other (enter suggestion) 

½ retirement homes 

1       

All types of property in small 

developments 

1 

 

      

Bungalows for the elderly 2       

No further development 1       

Sheltered housing for elderly 1       

 

Then note relatively strong need for low cost housing in the parishes. The wish for affordable 

houses in rural areas is reflected here. 

 

44. Where do you think any housing development should take place? 

 

 a. b. c. d. e. f. Total 

Limited infilling of open spaces within the 

village boundary 

39 56 7 37 6 53 198 

Limited housing development outside the 

village boundary 

10 25 25 59 8 71 198 

No further housing development should 

take place 

41 20 37 10 13 77 198 

 

If there is housing it should be within the village boundary, but there is a strong contingent 

against any further development. 
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SECTION 14  LEISURE AND EDUCATION 
 

45. Do you attend any of the following at the Village Hall/Church? 

 

 Usage  

Village Fete 130 

Fund Raising events 99 

Birthday/Private Parties 62 

Church Concerts 61 

Luncheon Club 37 

Church Lawford Players 31 

W.I. 20 

Football Club 12 

Youth Club 9 

Band Practice 5 

Parish meetings 5 

Bell Ringing 4 

Polling station 3 

Sports day 2 

 

Reasons given as to why respondents didn’t use the Village Hall/Church were: 

Village Hall needs improvement 

Newsletter arrives too late 

Not our scene, but consider them important to the villages 

Do not attend activities on a Sunday 

Housebound 

Too busy 

More activities in Wolston 

Live on edge of village 

Not informed 

No Youth Club. 

 

The main comments centred around the lack of facilities within the present Village Hall. 
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46.  If new clubs/activities were provided in the village, which would you attend? 

 

There was plenty of interest shown in bringing new clubs and activities to Church 

Lawford/King’s Newnham.  The table below shows the numbers interested in the ten most 

popular activities, but lots of interest was also shown in 

 

  

Keep Fit/Exercise Class 61 

Yoga/Pilates 44 

Natural history 32 

Dancing - Line/Country/Ballroom 32 

Art Club 30 

Dancing - Latin/Salsa/Ceroc 28 

Sports 25 

Rambling Club 23 

History Club 22 

Cycling Club 18 

Drama Society 13 

Music Society 13 

Choir 10 

Martial Arts 9 

Debating Society 8 

Band 6 

Day centre for the elderly 4 

Toddlers Group 4 

Cards/games 3 

Climbing Wall 1 

 

It can be seen that dancing in all its forms is very popular. Activities such as choirs, martial 

arts, debating society and bands also show a great deal of interest. 
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47.  Would you be interested in any of the following events if they could be organised in the 

Parishes? 

 

 Numbers of individuals interested 

Live music 82 

Touring theatre 70 

Art exhibitions 69 

Cinema 64 

Literature events 36 

Adult education classes see next question  

 

All of these events will prove popular and will be worthwhile organising. 

 

Did you know that Warwickshire County Council produce the Rugby Community Directory, 

which is a guide to voluntary, charitable, non-statutory organisations and clubs found in 

Rugby Borough? Copies can be obtained by phoning 01788 533513. Printed copies of the 

directory also contain an application form for adding additional organisations to the next 

Rugby Community Directory. 

 

48. Would you be interested in any of the following adult education courses if they could be 

provided in the Parishes? 

 

Computer training/Internet Café 43 

Gardening/Horticulture 40 

Languages 38 

Arts and Crafts 37 

Cookery 36 

Digital Photography 32 

First Aid 29 

Interior Design/D.I.Y. 25 

Music 24 

Flower Arranging 20 

Bridge/Chess 13 

Car Maintenance 12 

Creative Writing 8 

Accountancy 6 

Genealogy 3 

Upholstery 1 

Dancing - see previous question 1 

CV writing/interview techniques 1 
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49.  When would be the most convenient time for classes/clubs/activities/events to be held? 

 

Evening 92 

Weekdays 48 

Weekends 33 

Afternoon 31 

Morning 18 

 

The need for a new larger venue to accommodate these activities is apparent. The proposed 

Village Hall needs all the support we can give. 

 

50. Would you like to see a childrens play area in the village? 

 

Yes 14 

No 127 

Not answered 57 

 

The response is probably not surprising. The age profile (Question 38) may explain the 

overwhelming No response. There are only a handful of people who gave reasons for saying 

no. These ranged from vandalism, public liability, siting, supervision, unnecessary and 

having no children. 

 

When young people only were asked about the play area equipment (Questions 53-55) they 

showed a lot of enthusiasm for the facility. 
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PART III 

 

SECTION 15  YOUNG PEOPLE 
 

51. Please tell us about yourself. Are you? 

 

Male 22 

Female 19 

Not answered 3 

 

Like the overall sex profile in the Parishes (Question 37) the division is almost equal. 

 

52.  What age range are you? 

 

Pre-school 3 

4-7 Key Stage 1 5 

7-11 Key Stage 2 12 

11-14 Key stage 3 13 

15-16 Key Stage 4 7 

Not answered 4 

 

53. Would you be interested in any of the following facilities if they were available in the 

Parishes? 

 

Play Area 27 

Organised Sports 23 

Holiday play scheme 18 

Creative arts 17 

Skate Board Park 17 

Regular discos 16 

Music groups 16 

Young persons drama group 13 

Youth group 11 and over 12 

Youth café/Drop in club 10 

Youth group under 10s 10 

 

A play area is clearly a favourite amongst the young, and looking at the other responses 

organised sports and play schemes feature strongly, with many indoor activities requiring 

facilities which can only be provided by a new and larger Village Hall. 
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54. Please specify if there is anything else that you would like to see in the Parishes. 

 

The following suggestions were made:  Basketball nets (3), Football/Cricket pitch (3), Shop 

(2), Children’s committee, Environmental activities, Internet café, Lighting, Park, 

Soundproof bandroom, Tennis, and a Youth group. 

 

55. When the new play area is built, what play equipment would you like? 

 

The following items were suggested:  Swings (19), Slide (12), Climbing Frame (10), 

Roundabout (6), Seesaw (4), Assault course (3), Skating area (2), Basketball/Netball court, 

Bench, Hard surface area, and a Trampoline. Trees and indoor games were also mentioned. 

The question should have been ‘ if the play area is built’, but judging by the responses to 

questions 53 and 54 its installation appears to be a priority with the young people. 

 
 
 

 
Appendix C,D&E will be the basis of a separate VDS currently being work on 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Brief History of the parishes  
 

A Short History of Church Lawford   
In Saxon times Lawford was known as Lielleford and later Lalleford from the words 
‘wet’ and ‘ford’, a river crossing: the frequent flooding of the River Avon in those days 
giving rise to the name. The prefix ‘Church’, relating to the Church of St Peter’s, was 
added to distinguish it from the adjoining parishes of Long and Little Lawford both of 
which were included ecclesiastically in the parish of Newbold on Avon. 
 

 
 

The Domesday Survey (1086) gives Chetelbert as the Saxon owner of the village 
which had an annual valuation of 40 shillings. It contained 5 hides, 7 arable ploughed 
fields (one in demesne), 11 acres of meadowland, a mill (valued at 10 shillings and 6 
pence), and a population of 9 villeins, 2 foreigners, 17 labourers and 2 bondsmen, 
thirty families in all, probably about 140 inhabitants. 
 
In the next 400 years the ownership of the village changed frequently. First it was 
passed to the Norman Earl (Roger) of Arundel and Shrewsbury at an annual rental of 
50 shillings. Later in the early 1300’s it passed to the Hayrun family who changed 
their name to ‘de Lalleford’. Roger Hayrun was a man of some substance, a Knight 
of Warwickshire in Parliament and a generous benefactor to the local Abbey of 
Pipewell (including the gift of the water mill). The Abbey, part of the Wolston Priory, 
owned or rented much land locally at the time.  
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The de Lallefords granted the Manor to the Whythornes who handed it on to the 
Staffords and later to the Duke of Buckingham, whose attainment for high treason 
led to the forfeiture of his lands to the Crown (then Henry VIII 1485-1509). 
 
King Henry granted the Manor to the Marquis of Dorset whose son, Henry Duke of 
Suffolk was also attained during the reign of Queen Mary I (1553-58) and once again 
ownership of the village reverted to the Crown.  The Manor was granted to Sir 
Thomas Leigh (Grandfather of Lord Dunsmore), and since that time Church Lawford 
has always been linked with Kings Newnham. The Manor House, which dates from 
Elizabethan times, was probably built at this time. 
 
Over the years the Manor descended through the Southampton, Montague and 
Cardigan families until finally being passed to the Dukes of Buccleuch.  Eventually, 
the 7th Duke sold all the farms, fields, dwellings and businesses which made up the 
village (except for those properties owned by the Church) at a major two-day sale on 
5th and 6th June 1918. 
 
A Short History of King’s Newnham (Newnham Regis) 
Little is known of the early history of Newnham Regis (or King’s Newnham as it is 
now known), but as one of the major Roman roads (the Fosse Way) passes by about 
a mile to the west some traces of the Roman occupation have been found. Mineral 
springs and a Roman Bath between King’s Newnham and Little Lawford could have 
been used by passing troops or traders at the time. In 1066 only the water mill is 
mentioned in the Domesday Book, valued at 10/6 annually but even this entry is 
made under the Manor of Church Lawford, then part of the estates of Roger Earl of 
Warwick who later conveyed it to Geoffrey de Clinton, Chamberlain and Treasurer to 
King Henry I who already possessed extensive land in adjoining parishes. The local 
mineral water springs were well known at the time of Queen Elizabeth I who visited 
in 1582. Later, in 1776 a local Coventry newspaper extolled the medicinal virtues of 
these extremely cold springs and called the village ‘An Old World Inland Watering 
Place’. However, the proximity of Leamington Spa with its superior facilities caused 
King’s Newnham Spa to languish. 
 
On the foundation of the Abbey of Kenilworth the Manor of Newnham and the water 
mill were given to the monks and King Henry II later confirmed this gift and, more 
importantly, as there were other Newnhams in the neighbourhood added the suffix 
‘Regis’ to indicate royal favour. The Abbey held the Manor until King Henry VIII 
dissolved the monasteries and seized the lands, the water mill, the fishing rights of 
the river, and the tythe crops for the Crown. Subsequently during the reign of Kind 
Edward VI the Manor was granted to the Duke of Northumberland, but on his 
attainder it was acquired by Sir Roland Hill. He passed it to his niece upon her 
marriage to Sir Thomas Leigh (merchant, Sherriff of London, Lord Mayor in 1558) 
who had by then acquired the Manor of Church Lawford. The Manor of King’s 
Newnham remained in the Leigh family until 1653 at the death of Sir Francis Leigh. 
The Manor passed to his son the Earl of Chichester (subsequently buried in the 
Church at King’s Newnham) and later to his daughter Lady Elizabeth who married 
the Earl of Montagu and it was through that line that the manor passed to the 5th 
Duke of Buccleuch in 1860, and it has remained in that family ever since. The 7th 
Duke of Buccleuch sold the estates and buildings in King’s Newnham in June 1918 
and the village passed into private ownership. 
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In 1815, whilst digging for 
limestone some very interesting 
discoveries were made when four 
urns of ashes were unearthed. 
These revealed the heads and 
bones of elephant, rhinoceros, 
hippopotamus, ox, horse and 
stag together with a six foot 
elephant tusk. At about the same 
time the skeleton of a man buried 
upright, in the pagan tradition, 
was found near the church. The 
church formerly stood in the park 
adjoining the Manor House but 
only the tower remains today, the 
church having been demolished 
in 1780. Sadly the mural 
paintings it contained were 
destroyed but some relics are in the museum of Rugby School. In 1852 Lord John 
Scott had the debris cleared in order to define the site of the former church, and 
during excavation the perfectly preserved bodies of the Earl of Chichester, Lord 
Dunsmore and their wives and a daughter were found together with the body of a 
man who had been beheaded. The mansion of the Manor was demolished in 1776-7 
and the park was enclosed into fields, and sub-divided into the farms still evident 
today. Clearly the village of Newnham Regis or King’s Newnham has had a long and 
colourful history. It has Roman, royal and aristocratic connections and patronage, 
and might have grown into a fine watering place, but instead it has become a 
charming, quiet, peaceful rural hamlet. The water mill which featured so prominently 
from the earliest days was allowed to fall into disrepair and finally collapsed in the 
1930/40’s, but its ruins remain to mark the site. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

 
The Parishes today 
 
Landscape setting.   
The Parishes of Church Lawford and King’s Newnham is situated about three and a 
half miles west of Rugby on opposite banks of the River Avon.  Church Lawford is on 
the gently sloping, north facing plain which extends from Lawford Heath to the river 
and King’s Newnham is on a high ridge above the northern bank of the river and is 
sheltered by steeply rising ground to the north of the village.  The two villages are 
joined by an un-numbered road which crosses the river by an ancient brick and 
stone bridge and also by an official public footpath with a footbridge spanning the 
river and linking King’s Newnham with St Peter’s Church on the eastern boundary of 
Church Lawford.  Church Lawford is on the edge of massive sand and gravel 
deposits on Lawford Heath (currently being extracted and replaced by waste landfill), 
but the village itself is on a sub-soil mixture of limestone and clay.   
Except for the settled parts of the villages, the surrounding countryside is 
predominantly farmland devoted mainly to arable farming and cattle/sheep rearing. 
There are a few stands of deciduous timber and a high proportion of 18th century 
hedgerows still exist, but the effects of Dutch Elm disease is sadly still all too evident.  
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The area is crossed by a number of 
official rights of way giving access 
from outlying farms and settlements 
to church and school (in times past), 
Limestone Lane, Bretford, Brinklow, 
Cathiron, Easenhall, Long and Little 
Lawford, and these are all being 
renovated and improved for the 
benefit of ramblers and villagers 
alike as there is no ‘open’ or 
‘common’ land available in either 
village.  There are also a few 
bridleways.  The main road access 
to both villages is via the A428 
Rugby to Coventry road which runs south of Church Lawford with access into the 
village centre and on to King’s Newnham.  All three spur roads in Church Lawford 
are cul-de-sacs; Church Road (leading to the church), Green Lane and Smithy Lane 
leading to official footpaths.  The narrow river bridge limits heavy through traffic 
although expansion of the Garden Centre in King’s Newnham Road has brought 
heavier lorry traffic in increased numbers through part of Church Lawford.  From 
north of the river there is country lane access to Bretford (and the Fosse Way a mile 
distant), Brinklow, Little Lawford and Harborough Magna.  The villages are located at 
the heart of the motorway network (M1/M6/M45 and associated A-roads), and within 
easy commuting distance from Rugby, Coventry, Royal Leamington Spa, 
Birmingham and Leicester. 
 
Commercial Activity.   
There is some 
commercial activity in 
Church Lawford, at 
the Business Centre 
in Limestone Lane, 
and at the wholesale 
(Rugby Road) and 
retail (King’s 
Newnham Road) 
garden centres. 
There are also gas 
installations and 
telecommunications 
sites each with a 
tower which spoils 
the landscape. 
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River and Floodplain.  
The River Avon and 
its floodplain are the 
dominant features of 
the landscape 
between the two 
villages with water 
meadows giving way 
to rolling fields as the 
ground rises.  There 
are excellent views 
from St Peter’s 
Church, but the look 
to the east is marred 
by recent large scale 
development at 
Rugby Cement (now 
Cemex).  The river has a number of islands one of which, Lady Island, just upstream 
from the road bridge was probably so named because the ladies of the nearby 
Manor would walk there in summertime.  These islands attract much wildlife and are 
an attractive feature of the river scene, but sadly the water mill has been allowed to 
become derelict and only those parts of the installation which diverted the flow of 
water through the mill now remain.  The Avon floodplain is unlikely to affect either 
village through future flooding; King’s Newnham is too high and the settled areas of 
Church Lawford are too far away and on rising ground. King’s Newnham has 
commanding views to the south over the Avon towards Church Lawford.  The 
ancient ponds and the now clean river water provide good coarse fishing. 
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Open Spaces.  
Church Lawford has a good recreation ground with limited sports facilities, mainly for 
children.  The village green and the green “islands” in King’s Newnham have been 
recently designated common land, these are the only public open spaces in the 
villages although there is a projected one acre ‘quiet garden retreat’ planned for the 
future under a legacy, but the location has not yet been determined.  Other open 
spaces exist by courtesy of local land owners and the foresight of earlier generations 
in laying down public rights of way.  At the ends of Green and Smithy Lanes and 
around the Church and the village of King’s Newnham farm land is crossed by official 
rights of way paths. Most have been re-opened recently and are much enjoyed by 
ramblers and villagers alike. A car park and map covering these paths is in the final 
stages of construction which will enhance the use of the paths by casual ramblers. 
 
Existing Building Design.   
The existing buildings in Church Lawford are a mix of very old, Victorian, pre- and 
post World War II designs. The Manor House, 17th century cottages, the Rectory, 
dwellings for the Duke of Buccleuch estate and farm workers and individual farm 
properties of the 19th century were augmented by houses and bungalows of the 
1930’s and later by infill of modern properties on Church and private development 
sites. Yet despite the piecemeal development the main features of the village have 
not been spoiled. 
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The Distinctive Features of Church Lawford and King’s Newnham 
 
King’s Newnham 
 
This village is 
essentially a 
collection of farms, 
farm buildings and 
former farm workers 
cottages making a 
very small closely knit 
rural hamlet which 
has hardly changed 
in the past two 
centuries, and which 
retains a truly rural 
atmosphere of 
working farms. The 
wide grass verges 
and the presence of 
farmyards adjacent to the country lane which runs through the village helps to 
maintain a real rural character. The village is very well kept by its residents and has 
won the local ‘Best Kept Small Village’ competition in the past (probably more than 
once). There are very important features nearby at the Hall.  The Tower, with its 
ancient burial ground, is now under the auspices of the National Heritage, and the 
ancient fish ponds dating back to medieval times are still heavily used for 
recreational fishing today.  Both these features, the high quality of the residential 
farm buildings and cottages together with the wide ranging views over the River 
Avon and its flood plain make up an excellent example in all that is good in a small 
Warwickshire village which has not been spoiled by development. 
 
 
The village is 
the central focus 
for a number of 
local footpaths 
and bridleways 
where everyone 
can enjoy the 
peace and 
tranquillity of the 
‘English’ 
countryside on 
foot, by bicycle 
or on horseback 
without undue 
interference 
from motor 
vehicles. 
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For the future enjoyment of residents and visitors alike it is vital that these features 
are protected, preserved and enhanced, and are not eroded by industrial agriculture, 
new buildings, or rising traffic levels.  Wildlife abounds in the woodland, river area 
and farmland all round the village, and it is essential that the river should not be 
allowed to return to the polluted state of (say) 25 years ago, and that wherever 
possible the woods be retained to enhance the landscape and provide a safe haven 
for wildlife. 
 
Church Lawford 
 
Despite some recent housing development in the village, Church Lawford still 
manages to keep an essentially rural appearance.  This is due largely to the 
retention of some key ‘green’ features.  In the centre of the village, a pleasing, rural 
aspect is given by the presence of good grass verges and an old fashioned village 
green, backed by the traditional public house, mature trees, and an old style 
telephone box and good street furniture.  The grass verges are continued throughout 
the village and although they cause problems and additional cost in upkeep, they are 
unique to a village environment and should be retained.  Sadly, in the recent past,  
the village has seen the closure of the village school, the post office and shop, and 
the local garage.  The old school buildings and adjacent playground (owned by 
Coventry Diocesan Trust) have gone, making way for new houses.  There is now an 
access road to the rear of the new village hall and the old playground now serves as 
a car park for the village hall.  
 
Other distinctive features are at the end of the gated Church Road, the Elizabethan 
manor house, the adjacent church of St Peter’s with its churchyard and the recent 
barn conversions.  This is a very ‘rural’ part of the village, with open aspect and 
excellent views over the river to King’s Newnham, Long and Little Lawford.  
However, sadly, the view is marred by the monstrosity of Rugby Cement (Cemex) 
recently enlarged facilities which now dominate the eastern skyline when viewed 
from the church.  
 
Leading from the village green and King’s Newnham Road are Green Lane (a 
‘private road’) and Smithy Lane respectively. Both form the start of local footpaths 
and are quiet cul-de-sacs where the maximum development has already been 
permitted and cannot be increased.  In Green Lane the demolition of 17th century 
thatched cottages is a prime example of the kind of insensitive planning and 
replacement construction that has been allowed and would probably not be 
permitted today, but the villagers have to live with the consequences for years to 
come.  There have been barn conversions both within and near to the village.  
Generally, these barn conversions have been successful and are not intrusive to 
village sightlines, but it is important that if other barns in the village are to be 
renovated as living accommodation, the existing appearance must be retained 
wherever possible. 
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The overall distinctive feature of Church Lawford is unquestionably its village green.  
In Spring the bulbs, in Summer the village fete is held there, and at all seasons it 
provides the core element which sets a village apart from urban life.  As the village 
centre it must be retained at all costs and this was the view of 100% of those 
participating in the survey for this statement.  With few exceptions recent in-fill 
development housing and the replacement of the council owned ‘Airey’ houses with 
mixed residential settlement has been sensitively carried out.  The Local Authority in 
collaboration with a Housing Association have gone part way to satisfy both rented 
and low cost housing requirements within the parishes.  Some additional rented or 
low cost housing need has been identified from responses in the parish plan.  
However, further large scale housing development in the village would destroy the 
village atmosphere and, as has happened already to a number of villages around 
Rugby, Church Lawford would become just another part of the urban sprawl with 
scant regard to the existing Green Belt if Central Government directed that more 
houses were to come our way.  
 
Photos, 
Sketches?

 
 
Contributing to the heart of the village is the former Rectory, The Old Smithy Public 
House, Firs Cottage, Burnhams Farm buildings and formerly the Reading Room 
which was presented in trust to the village in 1911.  The Reading Room is now 
demolished but planning permission has been given for a new village hall which has 
been sensitively designed to replicate the features of the Reading Room on the road 
and village green elevation.  The original building fell short of modern standards and 
required expansion or rebuilding to meet current regulations and the needs of the 
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village as shown from responses to the parish plan questionnaire.  The new 
construction will provide these needs and meet, and indeed exceed, these standards 
by incorporating various eco features that will reduce running costs.  Such features 
are expensive, but it is hoped that a ground source heating system to serve the 
underfloor heating and rainwater harvesting will be incorporated. 
  
Planning Guidelines. 
 
The main concern of almost all residents is how to avoid being swallowed up by a 
market town just three and a half miles away, and how to retain those parts of the 
historical past which contribute to the essentially rural feel to the villages. This pre-
supposes a resolute and determined Parish Council and a sympathetic local 
Borough Council prepared to support vital villages in their efforts to hold on to the 
way of life and surroundings the residents feel is their natural heritage.  
 
Small businesses come to rural business parks but bring few, if any, jobs for local 
people. Technical progress demands the introduction of unsightly towers, masts and 
buildings, but these could and should be sighted so that they do not interfere with the 
quality of life, the outlook of existing dwellings or important sight lines from the 
village. The practice of ‘working from 
home’ needs careful and sensitive 
planning, and those business activities 
which lower the tone of the surrounding 
properties must be curbed. 
 
There are now few ‘in-fill’ sites with road 
frontage left in Church Lawford. These 
green frontages should be protected to 
conserve the rural feel.  It is inevitable 
that pressure on planning approval 
would be extreme if local need were 
proved, but good design and not totally 
infilling would preserve the ‘village’ 
aspect. 
 
 
Photos, 
Sketches?
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Conclusions 
 
A major concern of residents is that the villages should not be swallowed up by 
expansion from Rugby or Coventry and that the rural aspect of the villages be 
retained. 
 
The flood plain of the River Avon must be preserved as farmland so that the 
landscape continues to enhance the sightlines from the villages, a haven for wildlife 
is retained and its footpaths provide easy and attractive access for ramblers. 
 
The area in the immediate vicinity of the Church of St Peter, the Manor House, 
approach road and public rights of way should be preserved. 
 
It is vital to protect the rural aspect of the villages by retaining the village green, 
grass verges and treescape. 
 
Although ‘infill’ is virtually complete in Church Lawford it may be possible to permit 
some housing development, but sensitive planning will be required for those areas 
overlooking the village green. 
 
The Reading Room is to be replaced with a new and larger Village Hall with modern 
standards of disabled access and facilities whilst keeping the overall detailing of the 
original building. 
 
The village of King’s Newnham should be preserved much as it is now, a very pretty 
hamlet. 
 
Traffic calming throughout the village of Church Lawford should be improved and 
consideration should be given to limiting the size of vehicles passing through the 
village centre area en route to the garden centre, farms and using the village as a 
shortcut.  The connecting road and narrow bridge between the villages lies in the 
flood plain and should be protected from future development. 
 
Recommendations 
 
It is recommended that this Parish Plan be accepted as material planning 
consideration in the determination of all proposals by the appropriate planning 
authorities. 
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APPENDIX E 
 

Listed and other buildings of interest 
 
 

Lawford Lodge Farmhouse, Church 

Lawford  

II  25/08/1987  

9, Green Lane, Church Lawford, 

Rugby  

II  25/08/1987  

Chest tomb 4 of Church of St. Peter, 

Church Lawford  

II  25/08/1987  

Chest tomb 1 of Church of St. Peter, 

Church Lawford  

II  25/08/1987  

Church of St. Peter, Church Road, 

Church Lawford  

II  06/10/1960  

Limestone Hall Farmhouse, Church 

Lawford  

II  25/08/1987  

34, The Manor House, Church Road, 

Church Lawford  

II  05/03/1993  

 

Highfield House, Kings Newnham  II  23/08/1987  

Manor Farmhouse, Kings Newnham  II  04/12/1951  

Newnham Hall, Kings Newnham  II  04/12/1951  

Newnham Hall, Dovecote, Kings 

Newnham  

II  06/10/1960  

The Laurels, Kings Newnham  II  24/08/1987  

Remains of Church of St. Lawrence, 

Kings Newnham  

II  06/10/1960  

 

The Old Rectory, School Street, Church Lawford 

The Old Smithy, Green Lane, Church Lawford 

Firs Cottage, School Street, Church Lawford 

Burnhams Farm, School Street, Church Lawford 

 

 

Photos of properties will be added here by agreement of the owners 


